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I.
Historians have long regarded the Weimar moment as a turning point in the secularization of German culture. Religion became more fully privatized—so the narrative goes--partly through the legal-constitutional definition of the German state as neutral in matters of religion, partly through the continuation of the Social Democratic party’s long-standing program of having religious belief recognized as a purely individual affair, and partly through the evolution of industry, trade, art, literature, music, architecture, travel, sports, cinema, and theatre--significant parts of which now took on those attributes of heroic secular modernism for which the Republic has been praised and studied, often in decidedly nostalgic and idealizing terms. Underlying such celebrative narratives of Weimar cultural vibrancy is an account of how the polity was alsodefinitely “freed” from direct (and even indirect) religious influences, as the abdication of the Kaiser and the sudden collapse of the Imperial government cut the ties that bound “throne and altar.”Although scholarship has produced a large body of research analyzing the political disaster that led to the horrors of National Socialism, there is nonetheless a sense that Germany’s first full-fledged parliamentary democracy was an important stepping stone in the march toward modern political expression, if for no other reason than that it served as a negative marker, or perhaps a necessary cautionary tale, by which a progressive, democratic, secular, and stable “Bonn” became something other than the tragically ill-fated “Weimar.” For one such recent statement: Eric D. Weitz, Weimar Germany: Promise and Tragedy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007).The implication of this narrative—even despite the enormous scholarly efforts devoted to the history and memory of the Holocaust and the effects of World War II--is that modern secular society’s victory was somehow worth the enormous cost.
As compelling as this historical narrative may be—and as much as we may sympathize with the efforts of a flawed democracy--it stands in a somewhat uneasy relationship to morerecent critical understandings of the relationship between religion and modern secular society. “Religion is always receding and returning and its repeated tidal flow is essential to the self-image of modernity, which can no more dispense with religion than embrace it,” writes Jonathan Sheehan. The Enlightenment Bible: Translation, Scholarship, Culture (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), ix.No matter how one defines secularity, whether as the separation (more or less) of church and state, the decline of religious faith and practice, or the evolution of a situation in which for more and more people belief in God is one option among many For the tripartite division of secularization narratives, see Charles C. Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap, 2007), 1-22., older models of progressive, definitive secularization have been submitted to increasing skepticism or qualification. Moreover, just as religion’s tidal flow punctuates modernity, scholarly and political critiques of secularization advance and recede. We have been in a period of advance during roughly the past two decades. But what marks the recent wave of critique—or at least a significant part of it--is a sense that “the logic of secularism is imploding.” Not definitive triumph, it is argued, but a “soulless, aggressive, nonchalant and nihilistic” ambience characterizes secularism’s stance in the contemporary world. John Milbank, Catherine Pickstock, and Graham Ward, “Introduction. Suspending the Material: The Turn of Radical Orthodoxy,” in Radical Orthodoxy: A New Theology, eds. idem (London and New York: Routledge, 1999), 1; see also John Milbank, Theology and Social Theory: Beyond Secular Reason (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990).
The point of departure of this paper is that such recent critique demands a parallel reconsideration of the Weimar Republic’s almost iconic role in the secularization paradigm. But this is not simply a matter of redirecting scholarly attention to the persistence of religious belief, or the continued strength of the churches after World War I, or the way in which certain forms of“fundamentalist”Protestantismnurtured anti-democratic and nationalist “conservative revolution” against the Republic. Important as such research may be, the issue here is also—and more significantly—howWeimar theological discourse re-describedsecularity in ways that anticipated or prefigured contemporary, radical understandings. In short, it has to do with viewing the Weimar Republic not only as a moment of aggressive secularization, but also as one in which a distinctly “foundational” theological apperception of liberal secularity became more resonant. It has to do not only with quantity but also with quality.
	Discussing what theological discourse was up to in Weimar includes rethinking the role of political theology, a subject that continues to attract significant attention from scholars across disciplines. Peter Scott and William T. Cavanaugh, The Blackwell Companion to Political Theology (Oxford: Blackwell, 2004); Hent de Vries and Lawrence E. Sullivan, eds, Political Theologies: Public Religions in a Post-Cecular World (New York: Fordham University Press, 2006); and the forthcoming “Political Theology,” New German Critique Special Issue, ed. Nitzan Lebovic, 105 (Fall 2008). Political theology is a contested concept the content of which depends in part on whether the term refers to analysis and critique, on the one side, or operation and practice, on the other, as well as the interaction and cross-fertilization between them. Moreover, regardless of from which side one approaches it, defining political theology also depends on whether the political or theological takes precedence. Jacob Taubes, ed., Religionstheorie und Politische Theologie, Vol. 1: Der Fürst dieser Welt. Carl Schmitt und die Folgen, 2nd. Ed. (Munich: Wilh. Fink/Verlag Ferdinand Schöningh, 1983). These difficulties will not be resolved here. Suffice it to say that my focus is on that strand of political theology that interrogates power relations from the point of view of the interpretation of God’s action in the world, that gives precedence to critique over practice (although without eschewing practice), and that sets the theological firmly over the political.
Just as the Weimar moment works as a kind of icon in what amount to global historical narratives of secularization, so too does the study of political theology in this period suggest the need for a broader perspective oriented to the conditions and directions of modern history as such. That there were various strands of political theology on offer during the years of the Republic is evident. Klaus Scholder has argued that political theology was a new departure in Weimar-era German-evangelical theological circles, associating its rise with conservative theologians such as Paul Althaus and Emanuel Hirsch, who as a result of World War I integrated a concept of the Volk into their thinking. Klaus Scholder, Die Kirchen und das Dritte Reich, Vol. 1: Vorgeschichte und Zeit der Illusionen 1918-1934 (Frankfurt/Main, 1977), 125. Of particular interest here, however, is “dialectical theology,” the most original and controversial product of that theological ferment that accompanied the Weimar Republic at its inception. The political meaning of interwar dialectical theology was not at all clear to contemporaries. This historical indeterminacy is reflected in the scholarship on the leading exponent of dialectical theology, Karl Barth, who, to the rather uneven extent that scholarship has given him a political profile (compared to Carl Schmitt See Heinrich Meier, The Lesson of Carl Schmitt: Four Chapters on the Distinction between Political Theology and Political Philosophy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998)., above all, who for many scholars was the Godfather of modern political theology), has been ascribed a variety of political positions, from conservative quietism to radical socialism, and from anti-modernism(or even post-modernism) to liberalism. Barth’s general absence from the Anglophone historical narrative of the interwar period is a problem in its own right; see my “Where is Karl Barth in Modern European History?” Modern Intellectual History 5, 2 (August, 2008): 333-62.Barth himself contributed to such divided opinions throughout a long career by stressing the essentially context-specific nature of Christianity’s political interventions—and by taking seemingly contradictory stances toward National Socialism and Communism. See, e.g., Charles C. West, Communism and the Theologians: Study of an Encounter (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1958).But the real question here is how to portray Barth’s Weimar-erapolitical theology with reference to its re-description and critique of liberal modernity, and the resultant determination of how he saw the role of the theological in an age shaped by a narrative of secular triumph.
My argument in this paper is that Barth’s theologycontributed to a “demythologization” of liberal secularity along with the role Christianity played within it. Barth’s erstwhile ally Rudolf Bultmann is famous for his project of demythologizing Scripture, which meant above all to interpret the Word of God critically and existentially. It may be somewhat ironic that Bultmann’s idea of demythologization, which he introduced formally in 1941, was directed in part against those influenced by Barth’s theology, who in Bultmann’s perception were repristinating Scripture at the expense of more critical readings. But this critique overlooked that Barth was involved in another kind of demythologizing, namely of theological tradition rather than the biblical text. Christophe Chalamet, Dialectical Theologians: Wilhelm Herrmann, Karl Barth, and Rudolf Bultmann (Zurich: Theologischer Verlag Zürich, 2005), 266-67, 272.Such nuances notwithstanding, Ipropose here that an analogous aspect of Barth’s thoughtwas tointerrogatethe myth of secularism’s historicalseparation of theological and political spheres and its consequent “containment” of religion. 
One might specify what Barth accomplished with reference to a recent study of political theology in the West. Mark Lilla celebrates the fact that for centuries Western political culture, especially since the time of Thomas Hobbes’ thought, assumed that political questions dealt with this-worldly concerns rather than with questions of revelation. Lilla terms this achievement—and he regards it a central accomplishment of the modern West--the Great Separation, with emphasis on “great,” because it brought about a most difficult (and historically unprecedented) psychological perspective whereby ultimate questions about God and immortality were relegated to the margins in deference to the penultimate aims of quotidian political life. In short, first things gave way to second and third things, which then came to dominate political conflict. But Lilla worries about how this separation is now endangered, both within and outside “the West,” which stands on “the other shore” of a “narrow, yet deep” river that serves as a border between a secularized, liberal civilization and the “opposite bank,” but where one finds men and women who regard attitudes toward God or doctrinal purity as having a central place in political discourse. Mark Lilla, The Stillborn God: Religion, Politics, and the Modern West (New York: Knopf, 2007), 3-4. This evocative language sets the stage for a discussion of how “we” (Lilla never gives the imperial pronoun a specific social content) came to the other side of the river, what that journey entailed, and what often unintended consequences followed from the fact that numerous key thinkers, most of them with German names, kept traversing back and forth between the two banks, thereby undoing, or at least seriously undermining, the arduous political-theological work of the Great Separation. Lilla’s narrative covers an impressive ground, encompassing numerous thinkers, but the important point here is that Barth appears in the penultimate chapter of Lilla’s account as one of those seemingly Gnostic figures who unintentionally built bridges from one bank to the other, thereby fostering the “theological celebration of modern tyranny.” Ibid, 278. Lilla’s critique of Barth is not unique. See for example, Klaus Scholder, “Neuere deutsche Geschichte und protestantische Theologie,” in Die Kirchen zwischen Republik und Gewaltherrschaft. Gesammelte Aufsätze, ed. Karl Otmar von Aretin and Gerhard Besier (Berlin: Siedler, 1988); Falk Wagner, “Theologische Gleichschaltung. Zur Christologie bei Karl Barth” in Die Realisierung der Freiheit: Beiträge zur Kritik der Theologie Karl Barths, ed. Trutz Rendtorff (Gütersloh: Mohn, 1975).
My argument takes issue withLilla’sdiscussion in two important respects. First, it argues that Barth did not unintentionally weaken the hard-won gains of the modern secular polity but rather intended to move well beyond the Great Separation through a project of demythologization. The critical, directional nature of Barth’s project was there from the start (all debates about the periodization of his various theological turns notwithstanding) and hardly an unintended consequence of fuzzy thinking or naivete.Second, it argues that the political consequences during the Weimar Republic (and for liberal secularity in general) were just the opposite from what Lilla maintains because Barth continued to appreciate and value many aspects of liberal culture and politics, and his early Weimar critique, for all its radical and even “Gnostic” resonances, supplied a note of sobriety in an otherwise tense and indeterminate political context. In short, demythologizing the Great Separation carried the potential—both in the long run as well as in the heat of the moment--for a more stable polity than the one liberal secularity had on offer. But it was not a polity that envisioned departure from some of the most relevant and defensible elements of liberal society. Indeed, that his radical critique included the retention of liberal attributes is one of the reasons for “radically orthodox” thinkers such as John Milbank’s criticism of “a certain liberal residue” in Barth’s theology. John Milbank, “Knowledge: The Theological Critique of Philosophy in Hamann and Jacobi,” in Radical Orthodoxy, 21. Yet Milbank’s criticism ignores the fact that a liberal residue was the intended consequence of Barth’s theological project, which, just as Bultmann’s research program did not intend to reject myth but rather to interpret it critically Chalamet, Dialectical Theologians, 269., aimed to address secular myth existentially. 

II.
In considering the first of these differences with Lilla, it is useful to rely on Barth’s well-known imagery of concentric circles, which originated in his writing of the 1930s but which was implicit in his earliest scholarship. In his discussion of relationships between state and church, or to use his words (from 1946), between the “civil community” and the “Christian community,” Karl Barth, “The Christian Community and the Civil Community,” in Community, State, and Church: Three Essays (Eugene, Oregon: Wipf & Stock, 2004), 154-55, from which the following quotations are taken. The original terminology dates from Barth’s 1938 essay, “Church and State” in ibid., 101-48.Barth sketched out a vision of twentieth-century society in which the state worked asthe outer ring to the church, the locus of God’s Word, which in turn was “the inner circle within the wider circle.” Even when the state overlooked or misunderstood its relation to the Christian faith, even when it acted in a decidedly (and necessarily) un-Christian way by dirtying its hands in the messy business of quotidian politics, it operated as the outer edge of a centrally locatednucleus built up on Barth’s vision of church authority. The state’s efforts were designed “to achieve an external, relative, and provisional humanizing of man’s life and the political order instituted for all” in an unredeemed world.” It is important to note that in this schema, the state could operate, at least at the level of appearance, which means also at the level of human history, in a neutral fashion, a point of view broadly compatible with liberal theories of the state. State action, political parties, the law, and many other associations nonetheless could mark out analogies with the Kingdom of God—external, relative, and provisional analogies, but analogies nonetheless. The church’s role, in contrast, was shaped more directly and portentouslyby God’s Word; its significance was to serve a “theology of witness” Randi Rashkover, Revelation and Theopolitics: Barth, Rosenzweig and the Politics of Praise (London and New York: T & T Clark International, 2005). grounded in humankind’s utter dependence on God’s grace. Here the attributes of externality, relativity, and provisionality that Barth identified for the state were still applicable, but they operated much more closely, and therefore had to be approached more responsibly, to the Word of God as evidenced in church proclamation and Scripture. I translate these terms into a center-periphery metaphor in the following pages. 
It is worth noting that Barth’s use of terms such as “Christian community” or “church” was quite malleable. When he spoke of Church he often paid little attention to denominational differences, notwithstanding his frequently strident critique of Lutheran and Catholic (and for that matter, Calvinist) theologies on a range of issues. But it should also be noted that his work evolved, gradually and not without controversial articulations, a “covenanted solidarity” with Judaism, not solely as a response to the Holocaust but rather also as a derivation of the heart of his theology. Mark R. Lindsay, Covenanted Solidarity: The Theological Basis of Karl Barth’s Opposition to Nazi Anti-Semitism and the Holocaust (New York: Peter Lang, 2001). His demythologization of liberal secularity therefore engaged not only critical positions vis-à-vis Christian theological discourses but possible points of dialogue with Jewish thought as well. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss either of these strands of Barth’s thinking, but it is important to note such elements nonetheless given recent critical statements, especially on the subject of Barth’s response to the Holocaust. Robert P. Ericksen and Susannah Heschel, eds., Betrayal: German Churches and the Holocaust (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1999).
Historically, the place of religion in the modern world had evolved. From a time in medieval culture when it still made sense to speak of a Christian polity, modern states, through a long and often bloody struggle, acquired the means to dominate and control ecclesiastical power, often with the collaboration and conspiracy of church authorities themselves. For the following, William T. Cavanaugh, “`A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the House:’ The Wars of Religion and the Rise of the State,” Modern Theology, 11, 4 (October 1995): 397-420. The beginnings of this assertion of civil over religious authority preceded the so-called “religious wars” of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.Whereas Christian belief was once defined in terms of daily practice or participation in the Body of Christ, the state now took command of bodies, leaving the souls to the church. Such bifurcation enabled the modern state to define Christianity as interiorized faith, thus opening the door to multiple “religions,” the tolerance of which could be used by the state to regulate religious affiliation. Whereas thefragmentation and pluralization that increasingly characterized the religious “marketplace” of modern Europe was not without roots in Christian denominational conflicts, it was also closely tied to the state’s ability to define religion as a private matter. Through this historical dynamic, the periphery contained and “tamed” the center, which remained a threatening and potentially destabilizing element despite its many (and often disastrous) accommodations to political regimes.
To follow the complexities of church-state relations from the early modern period up to World War I would take us well beyond the present paper. But one can mark out several important signposts along the way, at least with regard to late modern history. Helmut Lehmann argues that three major “waves” of secularization took place since the French Revolution, one in 1789-1815, another in 1815-1878, and a third in the period of the world wars. Hartmut Lehmann, “Neupietismus und Säkularisierung. Beobachtungen zum sozialen Umfeld und politischen Hintergrund von Erweckungsbewegung und Gemeinschaftsbewegung,” in Protestantische Weltsichten: Transformationen seit dem 17. Jahrhundert (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1998), 81-104, esp. 84-5.Without going into the complexities of national peculiarities in the dynamic interaction of the secular and the theological in each era, we can identify Germany’s experience with democracy, fascism, and war as part of the third wave marked out by Lehmann.Since Lehmann argues that the most important religious engagement with the third wave of secularization took place in the decades after World War II, it is clear that Barth’s Weimar-era critique anticipated or even prefigured the later engagement. The still open question of whether Barth’s critique substantially shaped postwartheologies, or whether it was primarily a precocious offshoot of the Weimar moment--and would have to wait later periods for its full effects to be felt, a possibility Barth himself mentioned obliquely in the forward to the first edition of his Romans--is a question we must leave aside for this paper. Similarly, the question of Barth’s influence on the post-World War II debate over secularization, modernity, and Gnosis must be left aside. See Yotam Hotam, “Gnosis and Modernity: A Postwar German Intellectual Debate on Secularisation, Religion, and ‘Overcoming’ the Past,” Totalitarian Movements and Political Religions, 8, 3-4 (September-December, 2007): 591-608.
In the historical narrative sketched out here, the Weimar Republic works not only as an important way station in the broader history of the evolution of secularity in modern Europe, but alsoas a significant point in a longer trajectory within German history by which the periphery dominated and defined the center of political life. This domination had not gone unnoticed before the Republic, but was part and parcel of the German intellectual heritage as it grappled with the legacy of the Enlightenment and with the theological roots of modernity. If the periphery’s power was premised on the state’s reliance on modern economic structures, on a scientific world-view, on rationalism, and on growing “liberation” from religion as a source of societal knowledge, then how did Germany’s rich theological heritage relate to the new developments? And did the new represent a loss or a gain? Many German intellectuals—from J.G. Hamann to Hermann Cohen to Max Weber--had already given a variety of answers to such questions, and although scholarship must be wary of reducing the complexity of discussion, it is safe to say that German intellectuals were highly sensitive to the limits of liberal secularity even if this often did not issue into a more “theologized” perspective. Barth was influenced by this tradition of critique and interrogation of modernity, just as he was profoundly aware of how theological discoursehad registered (or not) intellectual debates on the subject. The intellectual life of the Republic was therefore the heir to a long and often strident cultural debate on secularity; war and revolution only exacerbated the sense of urgency of the intellectual exchanges that ensued. 
In addition, after 1918 new political realities brought forth startlingly new implications for the churches and for theological culture in general. The Weimar Constitution was premised on the idea of a pluralist society shaped by competing interests, the churches envisioned as one among many such interest groups. Religious belief was to be left to the choice of each citizen, and although the Christian churches continued to have an important public profile (in education, health care, ministries in the armies and hospitals), their close identification with the governmenthad ended even if the churches’ worst fears about the consequences of separating church and state did not come to fruition. One could nonetheless argue that Christianity—as institutional matrix, as pattern of belief, and as intellectual-theological discourse—had now been more fully subjected to the periphery’s legal-political power than at any previous time of German history. Whereas the Weimar Constitution, heralded as the most progressive democratic constitution of its time, did not establish a fully “irreligious” state, as conservative critics often claimed, it went very far in reducing the concrete political-institutional influence of the Church, and thereby also reduced the public status—and perhaps the “aura”--that the Protestant church in particular had enjoyed before World War I. One could argue that it was this even more than the concrete circumstances of the church’s existence that was behind many conservative Protestants’ antipathy toward the new order. Klaus Tanner, Die fromme Verstaatlichung des Gewissens:Zur Auseinandersetzung um die Legitimität der Weimarer Reichsverfassung in Staatsrechtwissenschaft und Theologie der zwanziger Jahre (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1989); Kurt Nowak, Evangelische Kirche und Weimarer Republik: Zum politischen Weg des deutschen Protestantismus zwischen 1918 und 1932 (Weimar: Hermann Böhlaus Nachfolger, 1981).
	The Protestant church’s role in nationalist opposition to the Weimar state, though ostensibly focused on bringing religious concepts back into politics, in fact reinforced the periphery’s dominance over the Christian community. One of the most outspoken and articulate critics of Weimar was the Göttingen theologian Emanuel Hirsch, a former colleague of Barth’s and the prime interpreter of Kierkegaard in Germany after World War I. Robert P. Ericksen, Theologians under Hitler: Gerhard Kittel, Paul Althaus, and Emanuel Hirsch (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985). Hirsch developed a sophisticated existentialist position by which Christianity became the vehicle for the reinvigoration of the German Volk. Hirsch understood that modern secularity’s corrosive questioning of everything had created a crisis of reason that could not be overcome by resort to earlier modes of thought. Only a leap of faith could help modern Germans respond to the dislocations of the post-World War I world. Whereas his primary concern was always theology, Hirsch nonetheless allowed nationalist and anti-democratic considerations to steer his thought. Unlike Barth, who wrote that “Christianity is unmoved by Nordic enthusiasm,” Karl Barth, The Epistle to the Romans, 6th ed. (London: Oxford University Press, 1968), 462. Hirsch allowed the leap of faith to be conditioned by nationalist goals and finally by Nazism itself.Even Friedrich Gogarten, the Lutheran theologian and co-editor with Barth of the groundbreaking journal Zwischen den Zeiten, a flagship of the dialectical theological movement, unintentionally reinforced the periphery’s reduction of the center in his PolitischeEthik of 1932. By premising his thought too firmly on the concrete, historical side of the “I-Thou” diad he deployed in his existentialist theology, he left too little room for the absolute nature of God’s authority—and thereby opened the way to divinizing secular history, nation, family, and Volk. Richard Hauser, Autorität und Macht: Die staatliche Autorität in der neueren protestantischen Ethik und in der katholischen Gesellschaftslehre (Heidelberg: Lambert Schneider, 1949), 97.
The drift of Weimar culture, especially during the period of relative economic prosperity in the second half of the 1920s, added to what can only be called the hyperinflation of the periphery. On the one hand, it would be difficult to overlook or under-appreciate Weimar culture’s “spirit of innovation,” which of course included theological innovation. David N. Myers, Resisting History: Historicism and its Discontents in German-Jewish Thought (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003), 94.(It may be noted in passing that most general treatments of “Weimar culture” ignore the religious dimension entirely.) The Weimar Constitution was based on the idea of the German state as a Sozialstaat, but also as a Kulturstaat, promoting and enabling a multitude of cultural activities and expressions based on freedom from censorship and liberation from the notionally suffocating influence of Imperial Germany’s official culture. Detlev J. K. Peukert, The Weimar Republic: The Crisis of Classical Modernity (New York: Hill  and Wang, 1992), 141.Historical scholarship has begun to revise the narrative of Imperial culture’s stagnation in favor of a view that stresses modernism and vibrancy—a vibrancy that appears to make the Imperial period the seedbed of all of the modernist trends for which the Republic was known. Matthew Jefferies, Imperial Culture in Germany, 1871-1918 (New York: Palgrave, 2003); Suzanne Marchand and David Lindenfeld, eds., Germany at the Fin-de-Siècle: Culture, Politics, and Ideas (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2004). Even so, for contemporaries, Weimar appeared to mark a major cultural rupture, which was in turn reflected in legal-institutional arrangements. The catalogue of rights built into the Weimar Constitution included unprecedented freedom of cultural endeavor. The state had a direct role in what appeared to be a non-state realm, i.e., art, literature, photography, cinema, music, and all the other areas that Weimar culture was known for as a site that seemed to be one of unprecedented energy and originality. In this regard, there was a paradoxical continuity with the pre-World War I era because the Imperial government and the Kaiser had often sponsored and promoted Kultur. So too did the Republic intervene in cultural life, although now the signs were reversed, with the emphasis on freedom and individuality rather than a more “classical,” corporate, and national impulse in the Kaiserreich. 
Nonetheless, associated with the creative revolt of the sons against the fathers, to use Peter Gay’s apt metaphor for the defining impulse of Weimar culture, was an extraordinary amount of irresponsibility, and not only among artists and intellectuals. Peter Gay, Weimar Culture: The Outsider as Insider (New York: Harper & Row, 1970). Among the foremost representatives of German culture in this period, a much celebrated radicalism and spirit of experimentation reigned, on both the Left and the Right. In a sense, this was merely a continuation of a long-standing intellectual propensity for radical cultural expression, which could be tolerated by political authorities precisely because it self-consciously operated at a distance from concrete political concerns. Whether there was a stronger German propensity for such intellectual radicalism borne of political impotence is open to argument. A classic statement favoring the idea that German thought was marked in such fashion is found in Leonard Krieger, The German Idea of Freedom: History of a Political Tradition  (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957). A more recent iteration of the argument may be found in Wolf Lepenies, The Seduction of Culture in German History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006).But if irresponsibility could be nurtured as high-cultural achievement, it could also be a devastating and self-destructive force in commercial society and everyday life. Scholars have derided the conservative Weimar critique of popular decadence and immorality for which cities such as Hamburg and Berlin became both motors and symbols. But the conservative critique pointed to something out of control at the heart of German society, a restless urge for “anything-goes,” a self-mutilating behavior, masked as the pursuit of pleasure,that was manifested in many different forms, and which was conditioned only in part by the devastating effects of World War I and postwar economic and social turmoil. To say the least, the formal ethical teachings and prohibitions of the Church—much less the sense of responsible human freedom that Barth posited as the consequence of God’s gracious election of humankind—held little weight on the pleasure-seeking mean streets of Germany’s “roaring twenties.” Rather, a “modernity without restraint” reigned, with its predictable consequences—“economic materialism, racist biology, corrupt psychology, scientism, and technological ruthlessness.” Eric Voegelin, The New Science of Politics: An Introduction, in Collected Works, Vol. 5: Modernity Without Restraint, ed. Manfred Henningsen (Columbia, Missouri: University of Missouri Press, 2000), 241.

III.
Barth himself contributed to the process of extending the periphery’s power in his critique of liberal theology, a critique that not only cut the ties between the bourgeoisie and theology Dieter Schellong, Bürgertum und christliche Religion: Anpassungsprobleme der Theologie seit Schleiermacher (Munich: Christian Kaiser, 1975), 96., but also called into question nineteenth-century Protestantism’s linking of Christianity and modernity. Liberal theology’s embrace of modernity was one way in which the church could retain influence (largely by translating Christian practice into ethical discourse) while still situating itself within a state-directed matrix of power. But this close identity between Protestantism and social progress was shattered, not only by World War I, and not only by the social and economic dissolution of the Bürgertum, but also by Barth’s and others’ insistence on God’s otherness. At the same time, Barth attacked a more conservative Protestant political theology that had closely linked Lutheranism and “orders of creation” in which nation, family, and (in some instances) race took their place as God-ordained institutions. Much like the defining ideas of liberal theology, orders of creation were conceptual and ideological tools attuned to the interests and conditions of national state power. Barth also critiqued attempts to link leftist political ideologies and religion in the form of religious socialism, as we will discuss. Barth reserved some of his fiercest criticism not only for other Christian theologians but also for the Christian church, Protestant and Catholic, and for “religion” as such, which in his theology was finally sublimated by God’s revelation in Christ. Karl Barth, On Religion: The Revelation of God and the Sublimation of Religion (London: T & T Clark, 2006).
Yet Barth’s criticisms of the Christian religion and the various forms of “hyphenated” Christianities on which different political theologies relied was only the critical premise for a larger project of re-describing the Christian community’s role at the center of modern history. It was the destructive prelude to a long-term project of reconstruction and reorientation. Against the tides of secularization, against the pluralization and individualization of theological identities Friedrich Wilhelm Graf, “Euro-Gott im starken Plural? Einige Fragenstellungen für eine europäische Religionsgeschichte des 20. Jahrhunderts,” Journal of Modern European History 3, 2 (2005): 231-57., against the diverse political uses of God’s Word, against Christian pride and Church arrogance, Barth attempted to re-situate Christian dogmatics in a manner that restored the proper relation between the civil community and the Christian community. This was less anattempt to create a “counter-world in itself” than it was the effort to reinterpret and expose modernity in an entirely original way. I take issue here with Trutz Rendtorff, “The Modern Age as a Chapter in the History of Christianity: Or, the Legacy of Historical Consciousness in Present Theology,” The Journal of Religion 65, 4 (October 1985): 478-499, here 498.Barth’s growing “Christological concentration,” as he termed it, re-thought the theological, not by ascribing new importance to theology as such (indeed, if anything, Barth cautioned moderation and humility when thinking through theology’s role in the Church and contemporary culture as a whole). Karl Barth, Evangelical Theology: An Introduction (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, 1963). Rather, Christology allowed Barth to interrogate modern secularism’s reductionand instrumentalizationof both the church and theology. In Barth’s oeuvre Christ encompassed society, politics, the state, cultural expression, the family—humankind in all its sins and accomplishments, its pride and sorrow, its successes and violent assaults on human dignity, and its constant turning away from God’s Word. What in liberal secular society had been the periphery (or on the periphery), i.e., religion and other “special interests,” was now reaffirmed at the center of things. But this process still did not claim a special role for the church in human affairs insofar that it did not call for “Christian” politics, or science, or art, or music. (Famously, Barth’s favorite composer was the not very devout Mozart.) The church as institution was in many ways as provisional and transient as the state or any other human social organization. Still, the church was not “just like” all the other associations of plural society, as the state insisted. Hauser, Autorität und Macht, 65-6. Rather, the church’s unique character and indispensability could be found in its nature as the site in which God’s Word was spoken most directly and positively, and to that extent, it was a site of waiting, not proud assertion or boasting, and certainly not a self-assured politics. The church—or rather the Word of God for which the church listened--uncovered the mythical veil of human self-reliance that had been the premise of liberal society; it exposed the fraudulence of “Absolute Man’s” claims and aspirations. Karl Barth, Protestant Theology in the Nineteenth Century (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, 2002), esp. ch. 2. Underneath the veil was a creature whose politics and culture were entirely dependent on God’s freedom of action—his judgments as well as his blessings--toward humankind. The church provided the space, both literally and figuratively, in which human beings proclaimed, discussed—and above all, stood their ground in anticipation of and longing for God’s Word. It was the outworking of a much deeper, subterranean process in human society, a process the logic of which illuminated liberal myths of the Great Separation as the myths they were.
 If God’s freedom of action was the defining element of the re-centering of the theological in modernity, then it should also be pointed out that—as Barth insisted throughout his long career—God’s freedom enabled humankind’s freedom for responsible social participation and political action in this world. Karl Barth, The Humanity of God (Louisville, Kentucky: John Know Westminster Press, 1960). No Great Separation, no mythical compartmentalization of revelation and reason, no finaldistinction between religion and politics, no cordoning off of church from state, no segmentation between private faith and public agnosticism were admissible here. But human freedom took place under the sign of “waiting,” which suggested not a theologization of politics in the sense Lilla and other have warned against. Instead, “eschatological realism” characterized Barth’s position. My argument is that Barth’s position had a potentially stabilizing effect on politics during the Weimar Republic; in other words, its direction and logic were entirely different than what Lilla’s second main claim outlined above, i.e., his idea that Barth unintentionally contributed to the erosion of faith in “Western” ideas of parliamentary politics and the rational negotiation of opposed interests, would lead one to believe. 
The content and form of Barth’s eschatology have generated much debate among academic theologians. Leaving aside the finer points of this often recondite discussion, I use the term eschatological realism to refer to Barth’s idea that all human endeavors take place only within God’s gracious turning to the world, a turning that condemns but ultimately justifies human accomplishment. Such turning both relativizes human action and at the same time gives it a gravity and significance that are manifested in the specific historical moments and decisions in which it is undertaken. The “real” gains its eschatological bearings only as it is worked out in human history, which unfolds without necessary or (from a human standpoint) pre-determined form or pattern even if it does so as if illuminated in a divine light towards which human activity is drawn.  A moment of extreme eschatological tension, the historical experience of the Weimar Republic exposed the jagged edges of a society at war with itself. Yet whereas Barth’s political theology took full measure of the eschatological tension that shaped the Republic’s early existence, his demarche consisted of a tripartite response: First, as suggested above, his writing, in both editions of the commentary on Romans, recognized God’s absolute claims on all human action. Second, this absolute claim inevitably called for a critical reduction of all political ideologies, on both the Right and the Left. But such reduction did not lead to passivity or quietism; nor did it imply revolutionary upheaval. Instead, adjustment and responsible participation hic etnunc, reform against both revolution and reaction, was the only possible option to which Barth’s work eventually pointed. 
This position gained early and effective articulation in Barth’s September, 1919 address before a congress of religious socialists in Tambach. Karl Barth, “Der Christ in der Gesellschaft,” in Das Wort Gottes und die Theologie. Gesammelte Vorträge (Munich: Chr. Kaiser, 1925); translations are my own. This speech has been one of the most thoroughly researched political statements of Barth’s early career. Friedrich-Wilhelm Marquardt, Der Christ in der Gesellschaft 1919-1979: Geschichte, Analyse und aktuelle Bedeutung von Karl Barths Tambacher Vortrag (Munich: Christian Kaiser, 1980).It was arguably more influential in the earliest years of the Republic than the two editions of Romans were. Theologically, the Tambach address occupied an intermediate position between Barth’s early insistence on man’s diastatic relation with God, and his later understanding of the analogical relationships between worldly and divine realms. Bruce L. McCormack, Karl Barth’s Critically Realistic Dialectical Theology: Its Genesis and Development 1909-1936 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1995), 201-2.This speech began with an eschatological ambience, just as Lilla would anticipate, insofar that Barth stated bluntly: “Today we yearn for something else precisely because our eyes are wide open to the uncertainty of the world’s realities.” (33) He developed the argument as an assault not only on all manifestations of Christian piety but also on all political ideologies of the early Republic—including religious socialism--a critique that both disappointed and shocked many of the attendees, who were looking for direction and inspiration, not foundational critique in the form of a resounding “No.” But for our purposes, the key part of the speech came when Barth insisted on:
Generous, far-sighted, steadfast conduct toward a social democracy—no, not toward it, as irresponsible spectators and critics, but within it, as those who share hope and guilt with their comrades—in which todaywe are confronted with the problem of opposition to that which exists, we discover the likeness of the Kingdom of God, and we prove whether we have understood the problem in its absolute and in its relative significance. (64)
Bruce McCormack argued that Barth’s speech laid out a qualified acceptance of the Weimar Republic. In McCormack’s assessment, Barth showed himself to be a Vernunftrepublikaner of left-wing coloration. Historical scholarship on the “republicans of reason” has been substantial. Used to characterize a whole range of political positions, from moderate liberalism to social democracy, the concept Vernunftrepublikaner has usually gotten a rather bad press. If only the “republicans of reason” could have developed a more emotional attachment to democracy, the argument has gone, they might have saved the political center from dissolving by creating a strong base of middle class and working class voters who could have supported the Republic and given the democratic regime a source of legitimacy. If only they would have voted from their hearts instead of only their heads. But this is a very “Western” position that has always borne the mark of a presentist, liberal defense of parliamentary politics against totalitarian regimes of differing provenance and character. It takes no account of the fact that democracy was not the only option available to German political culture in this historical moment, and therefore it overlooks the fact that a “republicanism of reason” could potentially be a very strongsubject position rather than the effect of a lukewarm decision. 
Given Barth’s consistent argument that all political positions were transient and improvisational, that strong emotional attachment to any political program ran the risk of idolatry, and that Christianity’s endorsement of a political system ran the equally dangerous risk of using God for human purposes—given all this, Barth’s republicanism of reason was a decisive, realistic, and supremely useful position in its historical context. It sounded the same note of sobriety that Max Weber’s more famous political speeches of the war and early Republic did—Weber’s great intellectual and political differences with Barth notwithstanding. Weber argued that the true politician’s actions followed an “ethic of responsibility” (Verantwortungsethik), which balanced and counteracted the “ethic of intention”(Gesinnungsethik) that commanded the revolutionary politics of the day. Wolfgang Mommsen, Max Weber und die deutsche Politik 1890-1920 (Tübingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1959), 46-7.Barth’s endorsement of working within social democracy despite the wish to transcend the early Republic’s political and confessional conflicts is a compatible position in this context. To assume the mantle of Vernunftrepublikaner as Barth did was in fact a quite engaged position at a time of uncertainty and heated political conflict. To keep one’s head, to counsel reason and patient political work, to share responsibility and guilt, was anything but a Gnostic undermining (intentional or not) of the infant Republic. The Weimar Republic needed more Vernunftrepublikaner, not emotional adherents to a political system that was clearly flawed, or revolutionary Gesinnungsethiker. Moreover, it needed such political actors because they—in contrast to the usual caricature of Vernunftrepublikaner as passive bystanders who tolerated the Republic—were counseled by Barth to guard against the “dangerous short circuits” on both the left and the right that emerged from the “hyphens we draw with such intellectual audacity.” Barth, “Der Christ in der Gesellschaft,” 36. The “hyphens” were of course the religious-social, Christian-social, and evangelical-social movements and groups that sprang up in the turbulent first years of confessional-political turbulence in the Republic.
Nonetheless, to invoke Weber here is also to call attention to the radicalism—in the etymological sense of the term--of Barth’s political decision, and to signal how thoroughly Barth took Weber another step further. See Mathias Eichhorn, Es wird regiert! Der Staat im Denken Karl Barths und Carl Schmitts in den Jahren 1919 bis 1938 (Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1994), 148-9. Weber’s view of politics was predicatedon the acquisition and maintenance of power over the state. His critique of German political weakness derived from this definition; Germany lacked political “personalities” who could mobilize and manipulate power not only to stabilize domestic politics but also to attain Germany’s rightful position as an imperial power. This weakness had everything to do with the weakness of the German Bürgertum, argued Weber. Barth was as critical of the bourgeoisie as Weber was. But Barth’s view of politics rested on the Church’s centrality, not political power in the sense Weber understood the term. “The polis has walls,” wrote Barth because it, like Pontius Pilate, knew no truth; but the Christian community needed no walls. Barth, “Christian Community and Civil Community,” 151. Its truthimplied witness, critique, and ethical ordering (though always in the context of the “crisis” brought about by revelation). Weber’s political personalities were guilty of “titanism” in Barth’s thinking. The ethics of responsibility, as Weber outlined it, never escaped a certain self-righteousness that derived finally from liberal secularity’s mythological projection of the Absolute Man. This difference demonstrated, moreover, that Barth disagreed with Weber’s well-known idea of the “disenchantment” of modernity. Mythological elements still characterized modern secular society, Barth maintained, but they were now dressed in the garb of scientism, rationality, the nation, and the self-reliant individual. The modern polis needed these elements to build its walls, to be sure, and Barth would not begrudge its need to do so, but they were to be recognized as what they were: artificial (hence changeable) constructs based ultimately on humankind’s arrogant turning away from God’s Word.
It is worth stressing once more that Barth’s was not a position of total political indifference, as Richard Hauser once averred, or one in which “all sides are gray,” as Lilla maintains. Hauser, Autorität und Macht, the first chapter of which on Barth is entitled “Die vergleichgültige Autorität”; Lilla, Stillborn God, 272. Barth did refer to the political process as a “game,” but games can be serious, and decisions taken can have grave, game-altering consequences. Barth’s response to the Republic was anything but indifferent. Precisely because it rested on the radical and unequivocal theological position of God’s total otherness, it could counsel sobriety and moderation, even compromise, not emotional identification but a willingness to work within the bounds of the given democratic order. Precisely because freedom to choose (social) democracy stemmed from God’s grace alone—and not human ingenuity or political “personality” or the traditions of a revered political culture—it was as serious as any game could be even if it was disinterested with respect to all but the first things.If God’s justification of humankind preceded working toward “the good,” then in Barth’s estimation support for the political order as it was constituted in the early Republic would be the outcome of that ethical action.
Barth never wavered from this position during the Republic, and although scholars debate the intensity of his political involvement in the years before Hitler’s accession to power, there can be little doubt of the continuity in his message of political sobriety. In the summer of 1930, just before the first National Socialist electoral breakthrough in the September Reichstag elections, Barth warned of an ominous parallelism between the theological desire for consolidation and restoration—after the spirited debates of the 1920s--and the rightward drift of a German politics seeking authoritarian order and an end to political irresolution during the Depression. Theology, in Barth’s critique, could neither lend a hand to political restoration, nor could it occupy a place of stability or permanent meaning within German culture. Deiter Schellong, “’Ein gefährlichster Augenblick’: Zur Lage der evangelischer Theologie am Ausgang der Weimarer Zeit,” in Religions- und Geistesgeschichte der Weimarer Republik, ed. Hubert Cancik (Düsseldorf: Patmos, 1982), 104-35. It could simply witness to the Word of God—a position that consigned it to a permanent, this-worldly homelessness that was unlike anything comparable to Gnosticism. Eric Voegelin defined Gnosticism as a belief that “the end realm is no longer a transcendent community of the spirit but an earthly condition of perfected humanity.” Eric Voegelin, “The Political Religions” in Modernity without Restraint, 60.Neither in his most “Gnostic” phase in the early Republic, nor late in the Republic, when Gnosticism had taken on dangerous new political forms in Communism and National Socialism, did Barth endorse such a position.
Scholarship has correctly emphasized the apocalyptic and eschatological elements of Weimar-era thought. Whether Germanophone intellectuals were writing in the “shadow of catastrophe” or giving way to an allegedly typical German “seduction of culture,” their work has generally been regarded by scholars as both destabilizing and world-denying, and thereby fundamentally detrimental to the prospects of a fledgling democracy. Anson Rabinbach, In the Shadow of Catastrophe: German Intellectuals between Apocalypse and Enlightenment (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997); Lepenies, The Seduction of Culture.As we have noted, Karl Barth’s theology was a species of “eschatological realism,” and it has been easy to group him alongside the other producers of anti-democratic (or potentially anti-democratic), pessimistic thought. Lilla’s is a most nuanced attempt to do just that. But it is too little realized that an eschatological position—that is, a position that focuses on the sheer contingency of earthly realities, that regards all power-political relations as transient and epiphenomenal, that orients all present-day concerns to a spiritual hinterland from which God’s message of hope reaches a soulless world—could also issue into subject positions that conduced to the temporary stabilization of parliamentary democracy, indeed, that viewed with suspicion any politics that resulted in “hysteria, or intuition, or suicide, or a step back into the order of bourgeois religious moderation,” to quote Barth from the 1920s. Karl Barth, Die Auferstehung der Toten (Munich: Ch. Kaiser, 1926), 38-9, as cited by Timothy Gorringe, Karl Barth: Against Hegemony (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 93.  Instead of these options, a “word of redemption” clearly sounded through the confusions of the moment. Yet just as this word of redemption pointed to the possibility of world revolution, the real revolution of the Gospel, it was firmly tied in Barth’s Weimar-era theology to an ethical position whereby the Christian conscience demanded that one took responsibility for maintaining unity and order. Any politics that worked against this ethical responsibility was deemed to be as “titanic” in its own way as that position (represented in Barth’s thinking by Roman Catholicism and liberal Protestantism) that assumed the Kingdom of God was already at hand, and hence that complacency or withdrawal should characterize a Christian position.
Finally, Barth demonstrated a consistent preference for political-institutional relationships that enabled such hopeful, redemptive practice, relationships that he found most directly expressed in liberal democracies, his numerous criticisms of Western economic and political structures notwithstanding. These were the structures through which the Church could “represent the inner within the outer circle” and be “a model and prototype of the real State.” Barth, “Christian Community and Civil Community,” 186.Political structures that disallowed such representation were insupportable. And just as they had during the Weimar Republic, these structures enabled criticism of the church, which, in Germany in 1946, Barth argued was taking the indefensible position of bureaucratic authority and nationalism at a time when “the rudiments of law, freedom, responsibility, equality, and so on, that is, the elements of the democratic way of life” ought to be the core of church teaching if the goal was “to lead German politics out of an old defile.” Ibid., 187. If in the Weimar Republic hearing God’s Word led “the inner circle” to counsel working with the social-democratic order as it existed in its flawed form, it meant a more explicit articulation of the “democratic way of life” after the second great catastrophe of German politics in the twentieth century. But in both cases, the “outer circle,” the dominant but always unstable periphery of the modern secular state, could not possibly have the last word. Rather, the inner circle would have to be recognized and acknowledged for its reassertion of authority and for the vision it opened up in Barth’s theology—a vision of a society and polity rooted within but somehow still oriented beyond the liberal order. 
IV.
The foregoing leads to a number of summary statements about the character of political-theological thinking in the Weimar Republic, which in turn lead to a conclusion about the wider character of the Weimar moment in narratives of liberalism and secularity. Weimar-era political theology should not be characterized primarily or exclusively as a process in which dire threats to Western parliamentary traditions appeared with unprecedented force and seriousness. That such threats existed cannot be denied, to be sure. They appeared on both the Right and the Left. But political-theological thinking also produced startlingly prescient critiques of the political order that generated resources for stability and direction. My argument is that Barth’s political thinking in particular did much to generate such resources because it revealed the fractured nature of secular politics at a time when conflict had reached the level of “the political,” that is, in Carl Schmitt’s equation, a dangerous moment of decision in which collectivities struggled as friends and enemies not over a division of goods or a balance of negotiated ends but over existence as such. Carl Schmitt, The Concept of the Political (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1976).Barth’s resounding No to the political in this sense issued into a sober Yes to the Republic. Moreover, Barth’s project was not merely to offer a little (or a lot) of “religion” in the political sphere as an antidote to the indirection and chaos of liberal politics or the absolutistrevolutionism of Communism. Rather, organized Christianity was as much an accomplice as it was a victim in the Weimar Republic’s separation of the theological and the political.  Instead, Barth offered revelation, and in doing so became a theologian of freedom—of God’s above all, but also thereby of humankind’s.
Barth’s thinking has left behind a long train of scholarship, especially among theologians, but he has not yet found his place in the historiography of the Weimar Republic, not even among intellectual historians, who to the degree they study political theology, have been drawn far more consequentially to Carl Schmitt, the right-wing nationalist evangelicals, or the various thinkers of the Frankfurt School. If what has been sketched out in the foregoing has merit, then focusing on Barth allows us to rethink the now iconic narrative of Weimar as a symbol of heroic if tragic secular modernism in ways that scholarship on these other figures is unable to do. For in the case of all the others, political theology was allowed to become political theology, which is to say that it allowed the secular center to dominate the religious periphery even when, as in the case of the nationalists and conservative revolutionaries, strident criticisms of modernirreligiosity could be heard. In this sense, “fundamentalists” and “secularists” had more in common with each other than might be expected. Barth reversed the position of the inner and outer circles in a way that even someone such as Dietrich Bonhoeffer was incapable of doing. He did so because, as one commentator has remarked, Barth’s was a “theological politics” above all else David Haddorf, “Karl Barth’s Theological Politics,” introduction to Karl Barth, Community, State, and Church: Three Essays (Eugene, Oregon: Wipf & Stock, 2004)., rooted in the Pauline and Reformation traditions, and motivated by a systematic attempt to get behind the secular dwellingin which European theology had found a comfortable if at times contentious place. And because Barth’s thinking reasserted the primacy of church over state, of thereal center over the periphery, of the Christian over the civil community, it represented a definitive break with centuries of secularization. In short, the Weimar moment, for all of scholarship’s celebration of its cultural vitality and significance as the forecourt to a subsequent mature democracy, is more accurately described as a switching point on the road to a more theonomicpolity. But with reference to that new polity, still incompletely adumbrated in the 1920s, Barth would no doubt have reversed Jonathan Sheehan’s polarities, quoted at the beginning of this paper, saying it could no more dispense with secularity than embrace it. 


